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ABSTRACT 

 

Finding desired resources is getting complex day by day due to the heavy amount of online data. 

To extend with, the amount of online data is being increased dramatically, more than 1.7 billion 

websites, so that users could not find the expected result easily. For instance, web documents 

could be classified by getting knowledge from the keywords which may give a concreate idea 

throughout the document immediately. Therefore, it is necessary to have an explicit keyword 

extraction method which will help search engines to retrieve the accurate data. To get over from 

this problem, we propose a new solution for automatic keyword extraction based on language 

and domain independent web pages. The idea relies on DOM structure and language detection 

where different DOM features (title tag, anchor tag, headers – h1to h3, term frequency and URL 

– host and path) have been focused. After extracting the features by segmenting DOM structures, 

the candidate keywords are ranked based on the different positions of keywords. Then top ten 

(10) ranked keywords are considered as the extracted final keywords. However, the proposed 

method outperforms the other relevant methods like TextRank and D-rank for multilingual web 

pages. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

 

It is going to be difficult to manage data day by day due to the fast-growing online resources for 

the wonder of technological revolution. Extracting proper keywords could help to handle data in 

better way for instance, to categorize the articles in respective disciplines. On the other hand, by 

viewing the keywords of an article, readers could have a quick insight into the content to get the 

idea how relevant it is. This is because the keywords are the most significant and unique words 

which would be the most obvious description through the documents. Therefore, it is necessary 

to extract proper keywords for all kind of resources especially for the multilingual web pages. As 

we are aware that plenty of research have been done on this topic but still there are some scopes 

to study more on it as for multilingual pages. The existing methods, however, are not suitable 

enough to extract accurate keywords due to the use of more than one language in a single 

document. 

In this research study, we focused on the term keyword which is one of the very common topics 

in web data mining especially in search engine optimization process to manage web data. 

Keyword is a word or an aspect of the subject which describe the document precisely [1]. 

According to International Encyclopedia of Information and Library Science [2], a keyword as a 

word that succinctly and accurately describes the subject, or an aspect of the subject, discussed 

in a document. On the other hand, Keyword extraction is a way of automatically identification of 

a collection of words or phrases which represent the whole document wisely [3]. Nowadays, 

keyword extraction is one of the key parts of web data mining which has wide range of uses to 

manage data like data searching, indexing, clustering, information processing, advertising and, so 

on. 

Due to the increasing amount of online data rapidly, it is also necessary to retrieve original data 

to the user by extracting concise data from the heavy amount of similar junk data. Therefore, 

there are so many applications of keyword extraction especially for managing online data for 

instance, social networks, and location-based application [4]. It has also wide range of uses in 

different areas like searching web data, indexing, summarizing, highlighting, browsing, labelling 
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[5], clustering [6], industry informatics, classification [7], information retrieval, topic modeling 

[8], and content-targeting advertising [1, 9]. 

Moreover, the role of an application for keyword extraction is to define a set of words that best 

describe the document automatically in a text. These keywords can be useful entries to create an 

automated index for a group of documents. 

 

1.1 Problem Statement 

For the rapid growing of online data, it might be challenging task to find the expected data. 

Though search engines manage data to find it easier but still the performance of retrieving 

accurate data depends on the quality of keywords [10]. 

In our study, most of the websites are being well structured by meeting standard criteria, but still 

we can see many websites are formed in typical ways which need to be processed towards 

getting the proper keywords. In Figure 1, as we can see that it is formed with mixed mode 

languages particularly English and Bengali for which we need some sort of multilingual solution 

to extract potential keywords. 

As we know that there are so many studies have been done on keyword extraction but most of 

them are depending on structural documents, and single language-based web page. Therefore, 

multilingual web pages need to be concentrated scholarly, where handling the more than one 

language would be the main challenging job. Moreover, web document does not follow any 

standard format so that we cannot depend on the body or any specific location to get the 

important information. 

On the other hand, most of the solution focus on organized web pages like news, social, 

academics and so on but service-based web does not follow any standard format which crates 

problem to find the actual content because of the advertisements and scattered organization 

including unnecessary contents.  

By contrast, web document is little bit different than text document. To explain with, web text is 

unstructured and heterogenous including irrelevant text (structure, tags, styles, hyper link, 

navigation menus, scripts codes, formatting, adds, and so on). On the other hand, document text 
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is well organized, standard writing format and rules, and homogenous in nature which is 

comparatively easier to handle. 

 

   
Figure 1. A Multilingual Web Page 
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1.2 Motivation 

As per our study, the existing solutions are depended on language specific so there are still some 

scopes to research more for the multilingual based web documents. Moreover, our study covers 

the wide range of web pages including service-based web documents. 

In perspective of solution, previously many researchers have proved [4] that title tag is the best 

sources to get most important information over any web documents which is considered for the 

current research as well with giving priority. 

On the other hand, no language model has been applied beforehand which could play for 

multilingual web pages. Most of the solutions depend on the Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

complex structure to process the language, which is language specific, and does not support 

multiple languages at a time. Therefore, we looked forward for something which could handle 

multiple languages at a time. This is because of our targeted web pages would be multilingual. 

To get over from any unwanted interruption we focus on own created dataset rather depending 

on any external sources, training data or supervision. During preparing dataset, we would look 

for multilingual websites as well as make sure that web pages have more than one keywords or 

key phrases in the meta tag with more than one used language. There are some external open 

sources applications for the analyzing meta tegs which could make easier us to create a corpus. 

 

1.3 Research Aim and Objectives 

The main goal of this research is to handle multilingual web pages to extract keywords. 

Moreover, this research will deliver a complete solution which would avoid the machine leaning 

strategy (supervised and unsupervised) as well as complex Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

structure. Besides, we will search for such an application which could manage more than one 

language at a time to detect the used languages over the web documents. 

To extract multilingual keywords as an experiment, we would use our own dataset which would 

have multiple meta keywords including multiple languages so that we do not have to depend on 

any external resources.  
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1.4 Contribution 

Beside the concentrating on keyword extraction method, we have experimented the new method 

to evaluate for multilingual web documents. Below is the list of key notes from our contribution 

during this research: 

• Based on the DOM structure we have introduced a new method which will allow you to 

extract keywords from multilingual websites. 

• We have created a dataset which is little bit different than others. In the dataset, we make 

sure that each web page has more than one meta keyword or key phrases as well as more 

than one language applied. 

• The solution does not depend on any specific language. 

• The proposed idea does not rely on any external sources. 

• This search does not depend on machine learning or complex NLP structure. 

 

1.5 Thesis Structure  

This research article has been organized as follows: The relevant methods are discussed in the 

Chapter 2. The new approach of extracting keywords for multilingual web pages has been 

presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 and 5, we have demonstrated our experiment including 

discussion of result comparisons and Chapter 6 covers the summary and future work of our 

study. 
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CHAPTER 2. METHODS OF KEYWORD EXTRACTION 

 

Keywords are the most obvious description through a document. There are numerous studies 

have done on information extraction by concentrating different aspects. However, the focus of 

this study is to understand the key concepts regarding keyword extraction throughout a document 

especially for web documents. This literature review work has been done to be aware about the 

existing solutions as well as the overall impression of keywords in web pages. 

 

2.1 Statistical (Frequencies of Words) 

R. Mihalcea et al., 2004, presented a graph-based ranking model for text preprocessing [3] and 

demonstrates how this model can be applied in Natural Language Processing (NLP), which is 

known as TextRank. This study illustrates an unsupervised approach for extracting keywords and 

sentences. The methodology of this study has been classified into three main segments: for 

instance, Text Ranking Model (TRM), Keyword Extraction (KE) and Sentence Extraction (SE). 

To elaborate with, the fundamental thinking of a graph-based model is that of voting or 

recommendation. It is essentially casting a vote for the other vertex as one vertex connects to 

another one. The higher the number of votes cast for a vertex, the greater of the vertex's value. 

They can be utilized to identify a text or serve as a succinct description for a given document. 

Besides, for terminology extraction and the creation of domain-specific dictionaries, a method 

for the automated recognition of essential words in a text may be applied. Furthermore, for 

automatic summarization, the other TextRank application experimented consists of sentence 

extraction. In specific, the problem of extracting sentences can be considered like removing 

keywords, as both applications tend to find more ‘representative’ sequences for the given text. 

Consequently, two novel, unsupervised keyword and sentence extraction approaches were 

proposed, and evaluated and showed that the accuracy achieved by TextRank in these 

applications is comparable with that of state-of-the-art algorithms previously proposed. 

In 2008, J. Herrera et al. emphasized the importance of the knowledge on statistical distribution 

of words throughout a text document. They used spatial statistical data analysis towards 
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detecting the most relevant words of a text by referring ranking system. Based on the Shannon’s 

entropy of information, they proposed a new system for automatic keywords extraction from a 

text document [11]. To extend with, they have considered two indices like σ and Γ to find the 

how relevance among each word based on the previously applied application. However, they 

have improved the value of these measurements by observing the random distribution of the text 

over a text document. On the other hand, they have also introduced a new measurement unit 

named Кnor which helps to calculate the occurrences of the words based on the skewness of the 

distribution also introduced another index to extract keywords based on the information entropy. 

In this research, they applied The Origin of Species by Charles Darwin as a reference text data. 

However, the introduced method can be applied for anu natural language without requiring any 

previous knowledge like semantic or syntax similarity between the words. 

M. Paukkeri et al. (2008), represented a new method named Likey [12] for key phrase extraction 

based on statistical data analysis where they claimed that it is a language independent method.  

In that research, the scholars have applied an external corpus as a reference dataset called 

Europarl, a natural language processing system, which seems a regular language format so that it 

is easier to adjust more than one language structures. Moreover, Europarl covers eleven 

European languages (French, German, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Danish, Swedish, Dutch and 

English) which means this Likey method would work for all of them languages. The experiment 

showed that Greek and Finnish languages are syntactically different that Romance and Germanic 

Languages. However, the proposed method gave a statistical result for all considered European 

languages. Moreover, the researchers claimed that this method needs a small number of steps for 

preprocessing and there is no require for any external knowledge like POS tagging.  

P. Carpena et al., 2009, demonstrated a new technique which does not need any external 

knowledge or data source to classify the text [13]. In this research, the candidate keywords are 

gathered according to the top frequent words over the text document. Beside that they considered 

spatial distribution of words throughout the text and classify it so that most similar words 

gathered each other, and rest of the words are scattered in the text. To extend with, the keyword 

detection has been performed based on the cluster in the text where they emphasized that the 

operation cluster must be statistically significant though this is a common technique for all 

documents but for a small size of document like an article may not be good due to fluctuations of 

the words and they are in small frequency usually. By contrast, the statistically significant 
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depends on the frequency of the respective words. Therefore, the proposed method combined 

both statistical significance pf words distribution as well as its frequency. Since there is no prior 

knowledge needed, this application is applicable for a single document only. 

A new patent on rapid automatic keyword extraction [14] has been invented by S. J. Rose et al. 

in 2012. To illustrate, the candidate keywords are extracted by the inclusion of delimiters and 

stop words after parsing the document. Thereafter, candidate keywords have been ranked 

according to the calculation of their frequency over the document where couple of statistical 

functions were used like co-occurrence degree and cooccurrence frequency or both together. 

Therefore, top scored candidate keywords are being considered as the final keywords. On the 

other hand, the scholars have claimed that most of the keywords frequently contain multiple 

words but rarely contain standard punctuation, regular expression or stop words which are 

frequently appear over a document.  

In 2015, S. Siddiqi et al. published a new method [15] which is unsupervised and domain 

independent. Moreover, they also claimed that this approach does not rely on any external 

corpus. Besides that, there are some statistical features have been applied in this approach like 

term frequency and spatial distribution of words in the document. The reason behind the 

choosing of term frequency, the researchers wanted to make sure that the extracted keywords are 

the frequency words over the document. On the other hand, the spatial distribution of words will 

help you to find the relevant words from each other which means the most relating words will be 

gather in a state and rest of the words will be scattered which are considered irrelevant words. As 

an experiment, they applied Hindi language which performed better by indicating good 

parameters as output of this research. However, this approach is applicable for light dataset, but 

it could be applicable for any languages.  

S. Luthra et al. (2017), introduced a hybrid technique for extracting keyword [16] by splitting the 

text into multiple domains based on a master keyword template. In this research, they 

concentrated on the graphical view of words’ frequency using WordNet which helps for better 

keyword selection. Beside that they also considered on another statistical term called TF-IDF to 

make sure that the selected keywords have high frequency over the document. To extend with, 

all words are checked how relevance of its own domain rather relevance in the whole document. 

Moreover, the graphical representation would provide the optimum keywords from the candidate 
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keywords list based on their co-occurrence among each other. Therefore, the graph will construct 

an algorithm by relating the similarity of words. So, the constructed algorithm can be 

representing like a combined method of splitting domain and graph algorithm for generating 

relevant keywords from a document. As future work, the researchers has indicated that using 

WordNet might help to find out the semantic words and how relating to each other so that the 

efficient keywords could be extracted from a document. 

B. Armouty et al., 2019, focused on a specific language, Arabic document, to extract keyword 

[17] by concentrating statistical features especially the most common terms tf-idf and first 

occurrence have been considered in this research. On the other hand, after getting the candidate 

keywords, the Support Vector Machine has been applied to classify them. To extend with, in this 

process, the proper preprocessing is required because of the facilitating of clustering state where 

researchers have claimed that the output of the closeting depends on the quality of preprocessing. 

Before preprocessing, the text document has been parsed into words, numbers, and punctuation. 

However, there are seven steps in the preprocessing stage like tokenize the sentences, numbers 

are removed, punctuations are removed, stemming, splitting sentences, stop words removed, and 

number of tokens has been calculated. After preprocessing, the statistical features (tf-idf and first 

occurrence) have been implemented. To classify the words, Support Vector Machine 

classification has been applied for word distribution over the document. Besides that, the Radial 

Basis Function was used to kernelling the words’ points. For experiment, scholars have gathered 

844 documents which are constructed from Aljazeera’s website. This process is known as 

supervised machine learning where their finding was 0.77 as precision, and 0.58 as recall. 

 

2.2 Linguistic (POS Tagging and POS Patterns) 

A. Gupta et al. (2014), proposed a new technique to extract keywords since word is the smallest 

part of a document [18] to represent the overall meaning immediately. Moreover, this is an 

unsupervised and domain independent approach where there is no prior knowledge needed to 

employ with any new document. This process has been done by using linguistic and statistical 

features. However, the overall methodology has been divided into two major modules like 

Keyword Extraction Module and Domain Extraction Module. In the first module, the web page 

is the input, and the extracted keywords are the output. Besides, in the second module, the 
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extracted keywords are sent to specify the correspondent domain. After this process, the 

extracted keywords and domain are stored into a repository. To extend with, the keyword 

extractions module is divided into four steps which are cleaning and initialization, stemming and 

stop word removing, candidate keyword determination using statistical features calculation (term 

frequency, title, meta-tag, URL, anchor text and highlighted words), and determining significant 

keywords using linguistic features calculation (POS value, first position and last position). The 

researchers claimed that after the experiment, the result outperforms the previously introduced 

methods. Besides that, the proposed method is useful for representing a web page by getting a 

small set of keywords.  

A. Awajan, 2015, presented a new method based on Arabic language [19] to extract keywords. 

The author claimed that this study performed without any external dependency like corpus or 

training. The proposed system has been developed by combining the linguistic and statistical 

features. In the preprocess, the text is cleaned and filtered to get the actual information so that 

users can get into the roots and morphological patterns of the described words. After applying 

the cleaning process, the extracted words are clustered into equivalent classes to calculate the 

derivate and non-derivate words together. To identify the n-gram text, the author applied vector 

space model for defining the semantic similarity among the words so that most relevant words 

can be removed from the candidate keywords and unique informative words would be the 

expected words.  

M. Rezaei et al., 2015, research's contribution is a new way of ranking the clusters that relies on the 

nouns' distribution over the text [7]. To begin with, the aim is to extract keywords with complete 

coverage of the page topics from the main text field in irrelevant text, such as short news articles 

on the news page. The proposed method is unsupervised, domain independent, not require 

corpus, and does not rely on HTML structure. Moreover, this research also focuses on studying 

the effects on the keyword extraction task of average-linkage, complete-linkage clustering, and 

the person assigned keywords. To extend with, the research methodology is divided into six 

segments, for instance, preprocessing, Parts of Speech (POS) tagging, lemmatization, similarity 

measure, clustering and selecting keywords. To extract text nodes from the tree, XPath1, which 

is a query language for addressing sections of an XML document, extracts symbols and numbers 

from the text, after which the length of - each node is computed. Authors extracted unigram 

nouns as candidate keywords by applying POS tagging to text fragments. In a phrase, sentence, 
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or paragraph, POS assigns sections of speech such as noun, verb, and adjective to each word in 

the text, based on its meaning, and relationship with adjacent and related words. Lemmatization 

is often helpful when the frequency of terms in a text is counted. Using the Wu and Pulmer test 

based on the WordNet, the researchers calculated the semantic similarity between all pairs of 

unique lemmas. On the other hand, hierarchical clustering has been considered because simple 

thresholding can regulate the number of clusters. If the similarity between their lemmas is greater 

than or equal to the threshold, the nouns are clustered together using an agglomerative algorithm. 

However, the frequency of nouns has been used as a criterion for selecting keywords from each 

cluster on the web page. Based on their frequency on the page, researchers rank the nouns in 

each cluster and pick the top frequent nouns. The best outcomes were addressed by clustering the 

nouns with the synonyms. Besides, the distribution of nouns around the page is more effective 

than the frequency of words. 

T. Weerasooriya et al., 2017, demonstrated a new model for managing twitter data using Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) tools [20]. Due to the difficulties to handle tweets by NLP tools, 

they applied Stanford CoreNLP Part-of-Speech (POS) tagger to extract useful keywords from 

tweets. Moreover, this study was based on rule-based parsers and two external datasets have 

been used. However, this phenomenon has been done by two separated stages. In the first step, 

they processed the domain specific data after analyzing the tweets. In this state, the POS tagger 

extracts the keywords while parser helps to fetch the rest of the keywords if POS tagger misses 

something useful. After selecting the keywords, they have tested it by capering with CoreNLP 

POS tagger using Tuning test strategy. The second step starts by executing Named Entity 

Recognition and lemmatization. In the second stage, the Tuning test has been implemented again 

on the extracted words to make sure that the keywords are meaningful. According to the 

researchers’ data, the overall performance has been improved from 50% to 83.33%. However, 

this model gives better output only when it is applied for a domain specific data since the system 

has been developed based on NLP tools.     

In 2019, H. Shah et al. introduced a new technique [21] of extracting keywords that apply the 

semantic similarity between the frequent terms on the web page and Parts of Speech (POS) tags' 

distribution. Moreover, hierarchical clustering is used by the writers of this study to cluster 

semantically related terms that have more coverage of the web page's content. Besides, there are 

two modules of this proposed research, namely preprocessing and extraction of keywords that 
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can be found. To extend with, the preprocessing module includes the extraction from the web 

page of a natural language document. The extraction module for keywords uses text from the 

preprocessing module. Then, the preprocessing module's first three functions include separating 

text from all the other content on a web page. All web page content is extracted using the 

Document Object Model (DOM) and X-path functionality. In the text filtering feature, text 

belonging to the JavaScript, scripting language and cascade style sheets are removed. Moreover, 

special characters such as @, *, £, or $, punctuation marks, and numbers are also filtered out in 

the text filter function using a regular expression. On the other hand, the semantic similarity of 

two different words was computed in this study using path-similarity based on WordNet. The 

words that do not have WordNet synonyms are omitted from the list. In terms of their relation, 

the path-similarity metric measures the score between two separate words. On the other hand, for 

nouns, adjectives, and verbs, three matrices of similarity are generated separately. In clustering 

to the associated terms, similarity matrices are used. To locate the related terms in the lists, 

scholars use agglomerative clustering. After that, the clusters are scored by counting the 

frequencies in each cluster of all the terms. Based on the ratings, the clusters are ranked, 

respectively. By contrast, researchers used the noun list as the preliminary list of keywords for 

candidates. The most common words from the list of adjectives are added. The addition of just a 

single adjective gives the experiments highest accuracy and recall ratings. Similarly, following 

the inclusion of adjectives, top frequent verbs are added to the candidate keywords list. 

On the other hand, Gagliardi et al. (2020) proposed a new method for unsupervised keyword 

extraction [22] where the authors have done some experiments on two specific languages, 

English, and Italian. In the process, there are two methods have been applied like word 

embedding models and clustering algorithm. For embedding words, they used Word2Vec and 

GloVe (pre-trained vector) which will provide the semantics similarities among the relevant 

words and their use of context. Moreover, the algorithm has been used for classifying the 

candidate keywords to detect the most significant words over the document which will help you 

to identify the real keywords. Though, the experiment shows a good output for English dataset 

but there are still some errors in the Italian language due to the use of Natural Language 

Processing features (language specific) and lack of grammatical structure. They have also 

mentioned the use of Wikipedia in the future to measure the similarity of words.   
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2.3 Structural (HTML and DOM Features) 

S. Gupta et al., 2003, developed a framework [23] based on Document Object Model (DOM) 

tree rather concentrating only raw HTML elements. In analyzing section, at the very first, 

researchers carried out HTML parser to get the DOM tree presentation so they the targeted 

features could be detected easily since DOM tree represent the hierarchical view of the HTML 

document. After that, they filtered the contents by using various techniques to get the actual 

information. The plain text would be the output of this process. After analyzing the text content, 

keyword extraction process can be carried out. However, they claimed that their system gives 

better permeance by offering publicly accessible proxy to extract the content of a web page. 

On the other hand, P. M. Joshi has published an article [24] for web text extraction in 2009. This 

research has been done based on DOM tree analysis as well as natural language processing. The 

researchers announced a general technique for web content extraction which does not depend on 

any external web template or corpus. They strongly believed that by extensive analyzing the web 

structure, the actual contents can be extracted. Beside that it is also necessary to employ the 

knowledge of natural languages process to be able to get the more accurate content. In the 

process, the web page or a list of web pages would be the input of this system and DOM tree 

representation will be the output. After that, research could easily get into the deep of the 

contents like block or sub-blocks and then body text, link or images could be identified easily. 

After this process, they applied semantic similarity algorithm to eliminate the relevant content 

which may be the unique content of the web document. 

In 2011, L. Zhang et al. demonstrated a DOM-based algorithm [25] for extracting web 

information. The reason using DOM structure is that it would be easier to find the accurate 

information by searching nodewise since the current websites are standardized with DOM tree 

structure. Moreover, by detecting the XML documents they labeled the information to classify it. 

Besides, the researchers divided the overall process into three parts like characteristic selection 

and extraction, similarity calculation and extracting web page with multiple records. The whole 

process follows by the two strategies: comparison and classification. The experiment showed 

that this algorithm gives better performance where they applied it for two set of datasets, IMDB 

and OKRA, thought, the consistency of this result might very because of the dependency on 

DOM structure. 
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D-rank has been published in 2019 by H. Shah et al. regarding DOM based keyword extraction 

from web page [26]. In this research, a single web page is focused solely on the page's text and 

structural details. The Universal Resource Locator (URL) and other web page’s positions, 

including the title, headings, and hyperlinks, provide useful information about the key terms on 

the web page, in addition to the term frequency. According to the words' location and their 

frequencies, various scores were assigned in this analysis. To elaborate with, the HTML content 

and URL for extracting candidate keywords were first preprocessed due to a web page including 

its address or Uniform Resource Locator (URL) and its content as an HTML file. Then, the 

scores are given in the different words based on the details from the HTML tags that define word 

positions. Finally, the process called D-rank, selects the top 10 candidates as representative web 

page keywords. The words are scored based on their positions on a web page: URL, title, six 

header levels, and hyperlinks that provide relevant keyword extraction information. Moreover, 

the term, frequency, has also been included in the scoring system. To identify candidate 

keywords, the method of this study involves the following tasks: extracting actual text from 

HTML content, cleaning text from symbols, tokenizing text with individual words, detecting text 

language and retrieving the list of stop words for the language, and eliminating stop words from 

the list of words. In the scoring process, the lists are used to add various scores to the words from 

various sections of the web page. To provide individual tokens or words, the researchers 

tokenized the resulting text fragments in the next stage. The process tokenizes the URL and at 

the same time, eliminates symbols and special characters, but removes the stop words from the 

list of words that are then carried out, which is an essential step in the method of keyword 

extraction. 

By performing the literatures’ study, we have been introduced with the various ideas and 

technical terms as well as the way to think in different ways how to research for a new problem. 

Besides that, it is clearly apparent that keywords extraction is one of the most important things in 

text processing, and still many things to do in this field. Many researchers have introduced 

numerous approaches how to handle the text document to extract keywords, key phrases, and 

sentences, but no one has concentrated on multilingual text document within a single web page 

which still appears in the web documents according to our survey. Therefore, we have introduced 

a new method to extract keywords from multilingual web pages by detecting languages. 
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CHAPTER 3. PROPOSED MULTILINGUAL KEYWORD 

EXTRACTION METHOD 

 

3.1 New Approach for Extracting Keyword 

There are numerous keywords extraction methods exists, but no one has considered regarding 

multilingual keywords extraction yet. In this research, we have focused on multiple languages 

keyword in a single web page which means there might have more than one language throughout 

the document. At first, we tried to analyze the DOM structure of the web page so that we can 

separate the text and other features of the structure. After that, the clean and filter technique has 

been applied to get plain text only so that we could detect the used languages which will help us 

to call relevant stop words. In our research, we considered two topmost used languages rather 

choosing all. The reason is that we may get plenty of languages during detection since sometimes 

similar words may come from different languages, which would not be fruitful for our research. 

At this stage, we have removed all stop words which cannot be considered as keywords because 

of the most repeated words for respective language. After that, the selective features have been 

scored based on predefined scoring formula. Therefore, the top ten (10) high scored words are 

considered as final keywords. 

Moreover, the baseline of this approach is constructed from an exist DOM based method named 

D-rank which has been published by S. Shah et al. in 2019. Before sketching the current method, 

we got some motivation from that method since it has quite similar features rather considering 

one language at a time. To extend with, D-rank can handle one language at time which means 

multilingual web pages cannot be managed. Therefore, there might have some possibilities to be 

stop words in the keyword list.  As we assume that, stop words cannot be keywords because of 

the most repetitive words over a document. To address this problem, we proposed the current 

method based on HTML structure like DOM tree representation as well as representative 

language detection. To implement the proposed method, we choose some DOM features from D-

rank with some modification and introduce a new technique to handle the used languages in 

multilingual web pages. 
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3.2 DOM Structure 

This is the starting phase of keyword extraction to parse HTML tags for separating text. DOM 

means Document Object Module which refers a web page as a tree presentation of HTML 

document so that we can easily trace the desired contents specifically. This is used particularly 

for analyzing web page by parsing the contents so that the separating of the text from html tags, 

CSS and scripts would be easier for next processing. As per our study, many researchers have 

applied DOM tree strategy for extracting web contents including keyword extraction [7] and title 

extraction [4, 29].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. DOM Tree View 
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3.3 Feature Extraction 

In this research, four DOM features have been chosen which are language independent to extract 

the valuable keywords as well as word frequency is considered which means most appeared 

words get higher score so that we could understand that these words would give important 

information towards getting good keywords. The features are title tag, headers (h1-h3), URL 

(host and path), and anchor (text label). After that, the scoring function has been done based on 

the different position of the page. 

 

 

Figure 3. DOM Features 
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Title Tag 

As we know that title tag is still the best source of getting important information which was the 

main motivation behind of this work. Particularly, title tag contains the most relevant 

information which could explain the whole document concisely. For example, in search engine 

optimization, usually the bot looks at the title tag to get inside of it for the valuable information 

which helps to manage in text processing to return relevant data to user. Therefore, we gave 

more importance on it by assigning higher score. 

 

Headers (H1-H3) 

Header is one of the most repeated uses throughout a web document of HTML tags which gives 

the text as extra highlighted view over the document. Usually, most important information is 

highlighted over a document to get users’ attraction where headers play one of the essential roles. 

There are six (6) headers in HTML tags which are h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, and h6. However, 

according to the statistics, most of the extracted keywords come from the header one (h1), and 

then header two, three consecutively. Therefore, we have considered topmost three tags (h1 to 

h3) in this research where we give higher score for the header one and will decrease to header 

three.  

 

URL (Host & Path) 

URL refers Universal Resource Locator which addresses the website specifically over the world 

wide web as well resources. It has three sections like host, path, and query. Host refers the 

domain name like herald from https://www.herald.co.zw to specify and path refers the exact 

content what users look for. In this research we choose two of them (host and path). Moreover, 

most of the websites still bear essential information through the URL. For example, 

https://www.herald.co.zw/category/corona-virus-watch/ which refers some vital information 

regarding the website. Therefore, URL could be a good option to get useful data for extracting 

keywords. 
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Anchor (Text Label) 

Anchor tag also known as hyperlink in html document which helps to communicate among 

content to content or from one page to another page. Many researchers have applied this tag for 

content summarization or title extraction from web pages [27, 28]. In this research, we have 

considered only text level anchor to get useful information, for instance, <a 

href="https://www.herald.co.zw/category/corona-virus-watch/">CORONA VIRUS 

WATCH</a>. From the following link, we can see that some important information is there 

which could be the user’s keywords. 

 

Term Frequency 

The reason behind choosing this feature is to consider those words which are most repeated 

through the document so that user could assume that these are more important compared to other 

words. We could count how many times a word appears in the text document.  Therefore, most 

repeated words have the priority to get highest score.                                                                                                                                                                                               

 

3.4 Text Extraction 

As we know that a web page can be formed by the combination of different components like 

text, multimedia, html tags, styles, scripts and so forth. To get the raw text data from web pages, 

we can use DOM (Document Object Module) structure. By parsing DOM tree, the text and 

HTML features could be separated easily which will be ready for preprocessing.  

 

Clean and Filter 

In this stage, it is important to skip the unnecessary stuff from the document like HTML and CSS 

tags, punctuation, regular expression, and other scripts. This is also known as Tokenization 

where the targeted document is prepared for extraction by cleaning and filtering the unwanted 

components from the document. There are some open-source applications to analyze tags and 

scripts which produce clean text as an output. For punctuation and regular expression, we can 
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use some special functions to reduce them. Therefore, we could get it as plain text for the next 

operation. 

 

Separate Text 

The main reason behind splitting web text into sentences rather splitting by word is to detect the 

used languages more accurately since sometime same word might come from different 

languages. For instance, the word ‘Radio’ is used in various languages with the similar meaning 

like English, Finnish, Croatian, Dutch, European Spanish, Danish, French, German, Italian, 

Norwegian, Polish, Swedish, and Latin American Spanish [30]. 

 

3.5 Language Detection 

Detecting the original languages is one of the challenging jobs in this research. As we have 

discussed earlier those similar words might come from different languages which may create 

conflict to researchers to take into consideration. Therefore, in this research, we have considered 

top two used languages (accuracy) to avoid complexity to handle all detected languages. 

Moreover, it would not be wise decision to take into consideration for all detected languages 

since they might not be the original languages which are used in the respective web page. So, 

less used languages have less opportunity to be the accurate language therefore, it would be 

better to avoid to those language.  

On the other hand, to detect any language there are plenty of methods available which are 

language specific. For example, Natural Language Processing (NLP) is one of the most popular 

ways to detect languages, but it can detect one language at a time from a text document. 

However, our goal is to detect multiple languages at a time to remove stop words from the text. 

For instance, a web text can be stated in mix mode languages so that we need to detect multiple 

languages at a time. 
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To extend with, in our experiment, we have chosen an open-source software package named 

Polyglot which is available for all users to use in online. The reason to choose this package is 

that it has wide range of language coverage with all possible languages including the percentage 

of accuracy so that we could choose topmost two used languages. In our observation, this 

package (Polyglot) supports around two hundred (200) languages which is the best supportive 

package as an open source. Besides that, the Polyglot provides some extra information including 

language code which is useful for us to detect multiple language at a time. This function is quite 

essential for the current system. 

In Figure 5, an example of language detection has been demonstrated with different languages. 

We can observe that a list of possible languages is presented for a line of text with the confidence 

of all possible languages. However, we choose only two languages (topmost confidence) though 

there three languages appeared in the last example. So, most confidence value language has the 

most possible to be in the final language list. 

 

Figure 4. A Mixed-Mode Web Page 
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Figure 5. Language Detection 

 

3.6 Stop Words Removal 

Stop words means the most common words which are used frequently over a document.  For 

example, a, an, the, he, has, had, have, am, are, was, were, and so on are the stop words which 

may not be the desired keyword. Therefore, stop words throughout the document needs to be 

removed to get the plain text for extracting keywords. This is because the stop word cannot be in 

the keywords list since it is the most repetitive words over a document. There are so many 

external resources such as libraries of stop word lists which could be used to remove them from 

the candidate keyword list. 
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On the other hand, there is a challenge how to get the stop words for the respective languages 

(more than one) at a time. Therefore, we have applied an open-source application for detecting 

the used languages and based on those languages the relative stop words could be called and 

remove from the text. To call the respective stop words, the detected languages have been 

combined and request for stop words together.  

 

3.7 Keyword Selection 

After removing the stop words, the candidate keywords are ready to be final keywords. In this 

state, the candidate keywords are scored with some numeric values to give the importance to be a 

keyword. Finally, top ranked candidate keywords are considered as the desired keywords. In our 

proposed method, we recommended to select the top ten best scored words are the final 

keywords though there is no obligatory to choose ten keywords only. It is just a standard to show 

off to other users for a general point of view.  

 

3.8 Evaluation Measures 

To evaluate the experiment, we defined some sort of metrics by giving numeric values which 

will give us visible result. This will help you out to find the most important keywords which 

could represent the respective web page to a new user. During setting score for different features, 

we just put some values based the importance throughout the page.  

In Table 1, it represents the scoring process for proposed features where header one (H1) is 

scored by six (6), and rest of the headers (H2 & H3) valued respect wise by reducing one (1) in 

each step. Moreover, beside the headers we give importance on title tag which is scored by five 

(5). After that, the URL has been presented by putting value of five (5) and four (4) for host and 

path, respectively. At the very last, the anchor tag is given a little bit less importance by putting 

value of two (2).   
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Table 1. Scoring Metrics 

 

3.9 Workflow 

 

Figure 6. Workflow of The Proposed Method 

Feature Score 

Header one (H1) 6 

Header two (H2) 5 

Header three (H3) 4 

Title tag 5 

URL (Host & Path) 5 & 4 

Anchor 2 
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CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENT 

 

Experimenting is one of the most common things for any research especially in computer science 

to defend the researcher’s thought. Likewise, an experiment has been run to evaluate our 

proposed system. As an experiment, we have built a framework using some programming 

languages to test any sort of dataset regarding keyword extraction.  

 

4.1 Data Collection 

Data collection is one of the most important parts of this thesis. During data collection, we tried 

to make sure that every web page has at least more than one meta keyword as well as more than 

one language used so that we could realize that our proposed method would be good enough for 

all kind of web pages. Though, it was quite hard to find out such kind of web pages with the 

mentioned characteristics, fortunately we abled to manage at some point by spending bunch of 

time in web searching. To prepare the targeted corpus, we decided to collect hundred (100) web 

pages which could be acceptable in general for everyone. To elaborate with, to scrap the web 

pages we have used some open sources software to read the data especially meta keywords. If 

there is more than one meta data, the respective pages have been saved. Likewise, we choose 

hundred (100) multilingual pages.  

 

In Figure 7, the meta keywords extraction process has been shown by indicating that meta 

keywords are from more than one language. Before extracting meta keywords, we searched 

randomly in Google for multilingual pages. Once we notice more than one language are 

appeared we immediately check whether it has more than one meta keyword or not using open-

source meta tag analyzer (SEO Tool Center). For example, the website (abplive.com) has formed 

in two languages like English and Hindi, in where meta tags are also from double languages 

which gives us confirmation to store the respective web page into our directory.  
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Figure 7. Meta Tag Analyzing 

 

Moreover, we also downloaded the respective index page for future uses. The reason behind of 

this process is that web data might not be stable for all time which may affect the output of our 

experiment. Therefore, it would be wise decision to save the representative index pages.  

To store the representative index page, we have used a third-party software named wget-1.20.3-

win64 (a web scrapper) which will help you to download the desired page. Though, the success 

ration of this process is not up to the mark since most of the current websites (latest developed 

pages) are maintain security standard which does not allow for any external access. However, we 

have abled to find out of our targeted pages after spending bunch of time. Therefore, we stored 

hundred index pages into our storage for the next uses. 
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Figure 8. Index Page Scrapping 

 

After selecting the web pages, we parsed it using a web scrapper (BeautifulSoup – one of the 

renown python-based packages). For future uses, we split the pages in different portions like 

respective URL, HTML document, HTML features, plain text, meta keywords, and so on.  

Therefore, it would be easier to handle to web pages in different purposes.  

 

 

 

Figure 9. Web Page Splitting 
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Table 2. Dataset Properties 

 

Dataset Language Size Keyword Location 

Multilingual More than one 

language in 

each web page 

100 2-15 Web search 

 

In Table 2, the properties of the created dataset have been demonstrated. To extend with, the 

dataset category was multilingual which means each web page must be formed in more than two 

languages. The size of the dataset was hundred (100). This is just a number to maintain the 

standard as well as for good analytical result. On the other hand, the number of meta keywords 

was more than two as well as more languages have been appeared in the meta keyword list. 

However, the whole phenomena have been done in online environment particularly randomly 

web searching. 

 

 

 

Figure 10. A View of The Dataset (Meta Keywords and Extracted Keywords) 
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In Figure 10, a view of the extracted keywords has been represented where meta keywords and 

extracted keywords from the proposed method are placed respectively. In details, there are three 

columns in the dataset in where the first column represents the index number, the second column 

refers the meta keywords portion which are placed from representative web pages and the third 

column presents the extracted keywords from S-rank method. Moreover, the meta keyword and 

extracted keywords are separated by a third parenthesis which will help to measure the accuracy 

of the performance of current system. Therefore, we have prepared three similar files for 

TextRank, S-rank and D-rank to compare the output for each method based on the multilingual 

dataset. 

  

4.2 An Overview of Keyword Extraction Process 

 

 

Figure 11. Example Workflow 
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4.3 Keyword Extraction Steps 

To evaluate our proposed system, we have done some sort of experiments by engaging multiple 

lingual web pages. Here, we demonstrated an example with indication of some elementary steps 

which are described below: 

 

Step 1 

We choose a random domain (https://banglanews24.com/category/আইন%20ও%20আদালত/) 

where it is divided into two sub-sections such as host (https://banglanews24.com), and path 

(category/আইন%20ও%20আদালত).  

 

 

Figure 12. Domain Selection 
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Step 2 

To extract the real information, it is necessary to investigate the whole HTML features (root of 

HTML). DOM tree representation is the actual way to reach all HTML structures. Detecting the 

DOM tree presentation, we applied a third-party API named BeautifulSoup “a python-based web 

parser” which allows us to read the HTML tags and other features. 

 

 

Figure 13. DOM Tree Presentation 
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Step 3 

By the blessing of web parser like BeautifulSoup we abled to extract the text from the body and 

other sources of information in HTML. After extracting the text, we filtered and cleaned the text 

to get the plain text for next processing. This step is called preprocessing where the unnecessary 

elements are removed from the text like regular expression, numeric, scripts, tags and so on. 

 

  

 

Figure 14. Cleaned Text 
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Step 4 

In this step, we look forward for the stop words list from the repository so that we could eaisly 

detect the matching words in the text and remove it immediately. In order to get the double 

languages stop words list at a time, we used python query by combining the detected lanaguages 

(English and Bengali). In Figure 11, the red marked words are stop words which are revomed 

from the text to get the actual informative keywords. 

 

 

Figure 15. Stop Words Deletion 
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Step 5 

After removing the stop words, the list of words which are considered as candidate keywords 

which could claim for targeted keywords. In Figure 12, we could see that there is a list of cleaned 

words which are ready to be scored and selection as a keyword. 

 

 

Figure 16. Candidate Keywords 
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Step 6 

Before finalizing the keywords, we scored the candidate keywords to find out the best described 

keywords which could represent the whole text to a new user. According to the scoring criteria 

which is mentioned in the method description section, the top scored words are considered as 

keywords.  

 

 

Figure 17. Scoring Candidate Keywords 
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Step 7 

This step is called keyword selection where top ten scored are selected for the final keywords. 

The reason behind showing ten keywords is just a standard number to make showing it off for 

general view of users. However, we could notice that the output is also in mix-mode lingual 

keywords which gives us confirmation that our proposed system works for multilingual web 

pages.  

 

 

Figure 18. Keyword Selection 
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4.4 Technical Tools 

During experiment we used some different programming languages, framework, API, and 

techniques, and so on which are listed below as: 

• We developed an own framework 

• Language: Python 

• API: BeautifulSoup DOM parser, Polyglot, python packages & wheelers 

• Software: wget-1.20.3-win64 

• Meta tag analyzer: SEO Tool Center 

• IDE: Anaconda, & Spyder 

• Testing: test for multilingual webpages 
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CHAPTER 5. RESULT DISCUSSION 

 

In Table 3, the presented data indicates the difference between D-rank and S-rank where D-rank 

is a DOM based keyword extraction method introduced by Himat et al. in 2019 and S-rank refers 

the current proposed method for multilingual web pages. Moreover, D-rank can perform for one 

language at a time which means if the representative website is formed by multiple languages, 

there are some possibilities to exist some stop words in the keywords. This is because D-rank 

performs only for the topmost dominant single language. As an experiment, we have run both 

program for a specific web page (banglanews24.com) which is developed in two languages like 

English and Bengali. In the final keyword list, we can clearly notice that D-rank still produces 

two stop words which are from Bengali language whereas S-rank provides quality keywords. By 

contrast, the TextRank can only perform for English languages which means it ignores the 

second language. However, the proposed method (S-rank) can perform for multilingual web 

pages which has been showed in the experiment.  In Table 3, the last most column represents the 

S-rank’s output where mixed-mode words are demonstrated in the final keyword list. 

 

Table 3. A Comparative Output between D-rank and S-rank 

Webpage Ground Truth D-rank S-rank 

https://www.banglan

ews24.com/ 

['bangla', 'news', 'bangladesh 

business', 'কররোনোভোইরোস', ' 

ররোহিঙ্গো', ' ফুটবল', ' bangla news', 

' bangla news 24', ' breaking news 

of bangladesh', 'today’s news, ' 

awami league', 'অসুস্থ', 'হনিত', ' 

রেররোররল’ ……….] 

['ঈদ', 'english', 

'আইন', 

'highlights', 

'bangla', 'news', 

'entertainment', 

'খবর', 'এই', 

'সব']  

['ঈদ', 'আইন', 

'bangla', 'news', 

'entertainment', 

'খবর', 'জয়', 

'সফল', 

'আিত', 

'সড়ক']  
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To evaluate the proposed system, we have done some experiments by engaging real web pages. 

To measure the success of an experiment, there are some statistical based functions which could 

give you a visible view regarding the experiment. In our test, we choose the statistical functions 

named precision, recall and f-score to see the accuracy of the experiment so that user could have 

some understanding how effective our proposed method is. To explain with, the term precision 

represents the percentage of the selected keywords which are real keywords. It is also known as 

positive predictive value. On the other hand, the term recall as sensitivity in diagnostic binary 

classification which demonstrates the percentage of the keywords which are selected. The final 

term f-score is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall which means the average weighted 

values of the precision and recall. 

Moreover, the value of these terms could be zero (0) to one (1) where one (1) represents the 

highest performance of the test. For example, the highest possible f-score value one (1) indicates 

the perfection of precision and recall, and the lowest value zero (0) can only be assigned once 

precision and recall is zero. However, these measurements criteria are calculated based on the 

true positive, false negative, and false positive which are define as follows: 

 

• True Positive = Number of correctly predicted values (keywords) 

• False Negative = Number of missing values (keywords) 

• False Positive = Number of incorrectly predicted values (keywords) 

 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

 

𝐹 − 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 ×
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 × 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
 

 

 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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Table 4. Evaluation Measurements Values 

Method Precision Recall F-score 

TextRank 0.21 0.06 0.08 

D-rank 0.22 0.06 0.09 

S-rank 0.26 0.08 0. 10 

 

During experiment period, we have evaluated for three methods using multilingual dataset. The 

methods are TextRank (one of the renowned methods in the keyword extraction field), D-rank 

(baseline method) and S-rank (proposed method). However, the experiments clearly indicate that 

the proposed method works better than other methods for mixed-mode websites.  

In the experiment table (Table 4) shows the representative data based on the performance of the 

test. To extend with, the heading precision refers the values of 0.26 which means the percentage 

of detected keywords is 26% where the missing keywords is 8% in compared to the ground truth 

meta keywords for the proposed method whereas 0.21 and 0.22 are the precision of TextRank 

and D-rank respectively, and 0.06 as recall for both. Therefore, the success ratio of the proposed 

method 10% whereas 8% and 9% are TextRank and D-rank respectively. However, the hard 

evaluation where the actual ratio could be little bit higher. This is because, in hard evaluation, 

only the exact matching extracted words are to be considered with the ground truth which does 

not reflects the semantic similarity among words. For example, the word ‘entertainments’ would 

get zero (0) as precision value though it is mostly relevant to the extracted word ‘entertainment’. 

However, in future, we could run a soft evaluation test using Levenshtein distance to measure the 

similarity between words which could give us better result since in the soft measurement, the 

correlation between words is measured so that the ration of actual keywords will be higher 

compared to the hard evaluation. Moreover, adding WordNet or Wikipedia could give us more 

semantic similar words to find the quality keywords.  
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION 

 

The amount of online data is being increased rapidly due to the climbing of virtual engagement 

in all sectors. It is also necessary to manage the heavy amount of online data for optimum 

utilization. Though, a bunch of research have been done on it but still it has some scopes for 

more investigation, for instance, there is no method which could handle to multilingual web 

document. To address this problem, we proposed a new method based on structural features of 

HTML (DOM tree representation). In the process, we parsed the HTML structure to separate the 

text and other features. After the preprocessing, the applied languages have been detected by line 

wise, which helps to find the related stop words and remove them from the extracted text. 

Finally, top ranked ten words are considered as keywords. As an experiment, we have prepared 

an own made dataset by collecting hundred web pages where each page has mix mode text. 

However, the proposed method works for multilingual web page at a time but still there are some 

limitations since it depends on the DOM structure where information might be changed at any 

time which may affect the accuracy of the output. Therefore, it is recommended to save the 

source data during the dataset creation. 

Moreover, the result of the experiment shows that the proposed method works better for 

multilingual dataset. In hard evaluation, the overall performance (f-score) is 10% which is better 

than the renowned TextRank and base method D-rank. Therefore, we can claim that the current 

solution is fruitful for mixed-mode web pages. 

Nowadays, keyword extraction has plenty of applications in different areas of information 

technology such as web data mining, improving the search engine performance, social network, 

location-based application, topic detection, indexing, classification, summarizing, content-

targeting advertising and so on. For example, proper categorization of articles could help the 

search engine to retrieve optimal data to users as well as users could get an overview of any 

article by viewing the respective keywords.  
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